Elementary

Singular to plural & vice versa
This simple exercise gives students practice recognising and producing singular and
plural sentences. Present, past and continuous sentences are used and students
have to change demonstratives and auxiliary ‘do’ appropriately. Students must only
convert the subject or direct object noun of each sentence. Pronouns should not be
converted
Change to plural

Change to singular

The light is on.
The dentist is busy.
My shoe is dirty.
Her tooth is bad.
My sock is wet!
Is the bin full?
Does the computer work?
The team plays well.
The cup fell and broke.
Was the shop closed?
The dog is running in the park.
You have a hair in your soup.
The cat is sleeping on the floor.
The child is playing upstairs.
The boss doesn’t pay us well.
Is your car parked in the car park?
The shorts are made of denim.
The pink flower is beautiful.
The bicycle was stolen from the
garden
My sister visited last week.
The policeman is eating a kebab.
The woman shopped all day.
The employee is having lunch.
Her handbag was very expensive.
The maid is mopping the floor.
The key was in my pocket.
The city library is very old.
Do you want a biscuit?
Their stadium was very big.
The player rested after the tournament.

Are the guests sleeping?
I broke my fingers.
I cut my hands.
Are pigs ugly?
The grapes were sour.
The cushions are dirty.
The men are reading.
The letters were sent yesterday.
My children aren’t well.
Those countries are rich.
The sleeve is torn.
These pineapples are very sweet.
Is the cupboard door broken?
The car door is scratched.
There are spiders in the cupboard.
The neighbours are making a lot of
noise.
Do off licenses sell alcohol?
She opened the wine bottles.
Do banks lend people money?
Those butterflies are beautiful.
The candles are burning.
The sheep ran through the field.
The families waved from the bridge.
Caterpillars don’t live long.
The dolphins are playing in the sea.
Did your friends have a good time?
Were your exams difficult?
Some wasps flew into the house.
The athletes were very tired.
Are his wounds healing?
The flights were cancelled.
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